T H E IN NE R A N D O UT E R O F EV O LU TI O NARY LEADER SHIP IV

It’s The Story Under The Story
That Changes Everything.
Many of us, as formal and informal leaders, are learning that many of our most
needed solutions do not exist in current systems of thought and practice. We work
tenaciously in isolation, yet it is connection that brings creativity. We obsessively
attribute causality to external circumstance, when it is internal awareness that
holds greater promise for evolutionary contribution. Many of us know that we
live in a time when we need further metamorphosis of our story of mechanical
fidgeting with things and parts. We need awareness and alchemy to replace
anxiety and authority that is ungrounded.
IOEL IV is for a different kind of leader and a different kind of story.

• for those irrepressibly compelled to burst into new understandings of reality

and to share with their respective teams and organizations

• for those wishing to partner with life’s inherent organizing capacity in more
organic, simple and life- enhancing ways
• for those willing to embody matured courage and presence to support real
change
• for those hungry to wade further upstream to release us from the torrent of

habits, individual and collective, that offer at best convenience and illusion of
accomplishment

• for those who realize that the primary practice is consciousness, in which is
embedded leadership in organizational system, not the other way around.
IOEL is not a therapy group. It is not a fix. It is a gentle, yet fierce commitment to
get real (serious and playful) about exploring paradigmatic edges together and
to call bullshit on antiquated yet still rewarded general practice. It is for those of
daring to peek our heads above the fray to see who peeks with us. We are not
alone.

For more info and to sign up, click here.

WHEN:
May 11, 2018 from 9 am to 4 pm
[Please Register by April 20, 2018]
WHERE:
Blackjack Ridge Home
Snowbird, Utah
COST: (includes lunch)
$150 individuals
$125 for teams of 3 or more
Join Kinde Nebeker and Tenneson Woolf as they
continue their commitment and focus on The
Inner and Outer of Evolutionary Leadership.
Tenneson comes from the
fields of organizational
leadership and systems
design. He currently hosts
leadership trainings, designs
large conferences, and
consults in strategic planning.
Kinde comes from a
background of design
and design education,
transpersonal psychology
and ecopsychology. She
leads workshops, guides
wilderness rites of passage trips and supports
individuals in their psychological and spiritual
development.
Kinde and Tenneson are committed to expanding perspectives, developing applicable skills,
cultivating community among participants, and
growing courage for personal action within an
evolutionary leadership framework in service to
a world gone bat shit crazy.

